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Abstract
This paper aims at presenting a particular kind of “model” transformation tech-
nique. The concerned models are computer application models at “a user design”
level, in opposition to design models too close to implementation programs. The
models are technically reiﬁed as objects in an object-oriented execution environment
and in a tool. The used transformation technique is based on applying ﬁrst order
forward chaining production rules to the objects reifying the models. The essen-
tial feature of the transformation technique is of locally ﬁltering conﬁgurations, or
interconnections, of objects - a kind of pattern matching - within a model, and
then launching actions in order either to modify the local conﬁgurations matched
and thus the model, or to create and update an external transformed model. The
programmatic expression of such a transformation is made in the framework tool
according to a meta-modeling support, where model elements are considered as
“instances” of explicitly meta-modeled “classes”. One of the other interesting prop-
erties of this kind of expression for transformations is concerning the way that the
control of its execution might itself be from implicitly to less or more partially
expressed.
After giving a little more details on the principles of the transformation technique
we use to practice, we detail two simple examples of transformation being represen-
tative of the technique. Then we try to give a ﬁrst typology of the transformation
elements we are dealing with. Following, we compare our favorite technique to some
others, mainly to XSL based transformation we have also applied on XML model
representations. Finally we conclude on reviewing our practices and on setting some
perspectives of our current work.
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1 Principles of a model transformation technique
For now a few years [5], we have been involved in various research projects
where we have practiced some model transformation techniques. The con-
cerned “models” are computer application models at “a user design” level. In
opposition to classical design models that we consider too close to implemen-
tation programs (e.g. UML class or other diagrams), the models we try to
deal with are models that we want to be readable by - at least some of the -
ﬁnal users or prescribers of the computer application being developed [7]. The
models we have been used to deal with are technically reiﬁed as objects in
an object-oriented execution environment and in a tool, namely the Me´taGen
system, embedded in a Smalltalk environment 2 [8].
The transformation technique used in our various projects is based on ap-
plying ﬁrst order forward chaining production rules to the objects reifying the
models. The essential feature of the technique is of locally ﬁltering conﬁg-
urations, or interconnections, of objects within a model - a kind of pattern
matching -, and then launching actions in order either to modify the local con-
ﬁgurations matched and thus the model, or to create and update an external
transformed model.
The programmatic expression of such a transformation is made in the
framework tool according to a meta-modeling support, where model elements
are considered as “instances” of explicitly meta-modeled “classes”. Indeed,
the constructs on which the transformation rules are expressed - specialized
classes and associations between classes, brieﬂy the “model classes” -, are
an (automatically obtained) implemented version of an explicit meta-model
deﬁning the elements of the user modeling language (see [6] for a more detailed
sketch, and the following paragraphs for some examples).
We believe one of the other interesting properties of this kind of expres-
sion for transformations is concerning the way that the control of its execution
might itself be from implicitly to less or more partially expressed. As a matter
of fact, the framework we use for programming and executing the transforma-
tion rules (gathered as a “transformation rule base”) is a general ﬁrst order
forward chaining inference engine operating on objects, namely Ne´Opus [3].
But this tool includes the facility of potentially expressing the control of the
execution of a rule base explicitly with various options [4]. A default strategy
for controlling the execution of a rule base might be used, considering all the
rules and their ﬁring as concurrent candidates at any instant, but the rules
in a base might also be organized as sequenced packs, thus setting sequences
of ﬁring for sets of candidate rules in each pack. . . The control might also be
speciﬁed in a more complex and expert way, involving another rule base if
necessary - a meta-base -. In the case of the use of Ne´Opus for model trans-
formation we describe in this paper, we have only experimented a limited set
of the control expression facilities, the one involving the rule packs.
2 precisely, the VisualWorks Smalltalk environment.
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2 Examples of the technique
For being a bit more concrete, we present in this section two examples of
the kind of transformation we practice according to the principles explained
above. First we present a simple “toy” example allowing to understand the
way models are reiﬁed and “manipulated” by our transformation rules; it is
also the occasion of showing some simple examples of rules. Then, we ex-
plain a more consistent example where a model is transformed to another one,
expressed in a slightly diﬀerent language but capturing the same information.
2.1 A simple dataﬂow model to get operational
The example we present here is a sample we usually use to demonstrate the
tool and associated techniques in our work.
Fig. 1 shows an example model that plays the role of a “user level” design
model (left view). This models the way an amount of installments might be
calculated, using a very simple dataﬂow modeling language: from an initial
rate on a capital, as (input) variables, an interest operator (with multiplication
as its hidden operation) allows to set the amount of interest as a variable too.
Summing it to the initial capital allows to get the sum to repay, which, divided
by the number of installments gives the interesting result. So the elements of
the modeling language here are mainly variables and operators.
Fig. 1. A model to transform and a view that gets it operational
Transforming this model ﬁnally produces a simple application that can
compute the modeled operations for various inputs, as the right view of Fig.
1 shows. Values of input variables appear on the left of that view, as they
are set by the respective sliders in front (the ranges for that values are set in
the initial model, although they are not shown here). In contrast, values of
computed variables (interest, sum and amount of installments) appear in text
ﬁelds, as results, e.g. at the bottom of the right view.
The process that allows to get the right view (as the result of executing a
generated application code) from the left model above is the one of interest
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here. It is actually decomposed in two phases, as we want to illustrate with
Fig. 2. (Note that this ﬁgure shows another initial model, for the sake of
simplicity, but the process is naturally the same for the model of Fig. 1.)
The simpler model of Fig. 2 (left view) only has two input variables, a and b,
which multiplication gives a result as variable c, through operator also named
c.
The ﬁrst phase of the process is what we actually consider to be the trans-
formation to illustrate. It takes as input the initial model, e.g. the one on
the left view of Fig. 2, and produces an output model, e.g. the one on the
central view of the ﬁgure. That intermediate model, in turn, is used as input
for generating the code to be operational, as the right view reminds it.
Fig. 2. A model and the result of its transformation as an intermediate to code
generation
In this example, the transformation consists in transforming the initial
model of a dataﬂow to an intermediate model of the same dataﬂow, augmented
with some (arbitrary) information on the way of visualizing the elements of
the dataﬂow on a screen, and get it operational. Actually, we ﬁnd in the
transformed model at least the same original dataﬂow, the black boxes for
variables and the iconic representation for an operator, at the bottom of the
central view. The rest of this model is added during the transformation: it
includes – an iconic representation for the main graphical view to obtain,
the top horse icon, – some icons for representing specialized MVC-models for
variables to be viewed (in reference to the standard Model-View-Controller
paradigm for graphical user interfaces), the small computer icons, and – some
icons for specifying the way that variables are visualized or/and valued, i.e.
either with a slider for inputs, symbolized by test tubes in the center, or
with a simple text ﬁeld for result variables, symbolized by the other kind of
black box on the right. The semantics of such a model, conferred by the
execution of an appropriate code generation mechanism (the second phase of
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the whole generation process) is exactly to produce the application that allows
to compute the operations of the dataﬂow for desired inputs, as it is shown
on the right views of both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
The transformation actually creates an “equivalent” kernel model with the
elements of the considered dataﬂow, and adds some information for visualiza-
tion in the ﬁnal application to produce. Fig. 3 aims at showing the way this
kind of transformation is expressed. It shows the standard view of a transfor-
mation rule base, in the case of our dataﬂow example. Fig. 4 shows a more
synthetic view for the simple rule that is detailed, with a graphical illustration,
but without the possibility to capture the whole rule base organization.
Fig. 3. Example of a transformation rule in its transformation rule base
The rule base (named DFTransRules, standing for DataFlow Transforma-
tion rules) appears hierarchically organized as a “sub-base” of a default rule
base for the dataﬂow project, DFRules, itself being a sub-base of the stan-
dard NeOpusRuleSet “root base” (top-left pane of the view) 3 . It contains 4
packs of rules (top-middle pane): – the 1st one is for preparing some global
variables used during the transformation (not detailed here), – the 2nd pack
is for taking into account variables of a model during its transformation (i.e.
creating the equivalent representations in the transformed model and setting
3 The Ne´Opus system indeed provides an inheritance mechanism for rules from a super-
base, as a transposition of the method inheritance mechanism for object classes.
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their associated visual information), – the 3rd (selected) pack is for taking op-
erators into account (see details below), and ﬁnally, – the 4th pack is for setting
elements concerning results in the model (i.e. equivalent representation and
visualization information).
There is actually only one rule for taking operators into account (opera-
teur). The ﬁrst part of the rule (lines 2 to 4) is dedicated to the expression
of the local conﬁguration for the rule to match in a model, i.e. the “left part”
or “conditions” of the rule: the rule mainly aims at matching 2 objects in
a model, a variable (va) and an operator (op), linked the one - as input -
towards the other (line 4). Incidentally, a 3rd object, the transformed model
(m), is also matched in order to retrieve information it already contains (line
3). 4
The rest of the rule (below the keyword actions) is dedicated to the expres-
sion of the actions to launch whenever such a conﬁguration is matched. The
ﬁrst programmed action (2nd line below actions) is to retrieve in the trans-
formed model the variable corresponding to the matched one in the conditions
(remember variables are treated in the previous rule pack !). Then, the next
action (next lines, until last but one) is either – for retrieving in the trans-
formed model the operator corresponding to the matched one, if ever it has
already been created for a previous association to another variable (ifTrue:
block), or – for creating a new operator otherwise (ifFalse: block). The last
action (last line !), is ﬁnally for setting the relation between the variable and
the operator in the transformed model.
Fig. 4 illustrates the rule detailed above with graphical views. The left
view presents the objects that might be typically ﬁltered in a model: a vari-
able va and an operator op, associated one to the other as input. The right
views show the corresponding transformed model in its state – before and –
after the application of the rule. Before the execution of the rule, the target
model has been created, with its main interface constituent and the variable
corresponding to va plus its graphical visualization elements, as the result of
the execution of the ﬁrst packs of rules in the rule-base. After the execution
of the rule, the operator corresponding to op has been created and added in
the model, associated to the variable representation as input.
This example actually illustrate on a simple case the kind of transforma-
tions we practice in our projects and the way we express them. In this case,
the initial model is transformed into another model, with the same elements
as a kernel, but augmented with other information, here for visualization spec-
iﬁcation purpose. The example of rule we have commented is very typical of
the way the transformation is generally expressed: ﬁltering objects within a
model that maintain certain relationships and launching actions as a conse-
quence. The control for the execution of the rule base, with packs of rules, is
4 Note that the objects constituting the initial model are gathered in a rule base “context”
just before execution, thus building up the object storage tank for the rule base; this context
is augmented with new objects if needed, as the rule base is executing.
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Fig. 4. : Example of the transformation rule as a graphical illustration
also typical. It ensures that certain actions are considered before others, and
thus allows to make some guaranteed hypothesis on the state of the model in
the process of being transformed, like in the case of the variables that must
have been treated before the operators are themselves taken into account.
2.2 A dataﬂow model to express equivalently in a diﬀerent modeling language
The second example we present is not from the same project but it uses the
same dataﬂow modeling language as part of it. The idea here is to transform a
“source” dataﬂow model, expressed in a certain language, to another “target”
model, representing the same information, but in a slightly diﬀerent modeling
language. Fig. 5 illustrates that transformation, showing both models, on the
left and on the right, for the same simple example that on Fig. 2 (a * b = c).
It also shows a view on a particular rule of the involved transformation rule
base. This rule is also illustrated more synthetically on Fig. 6, with graphical
views.
There is actually one main diﬀerence between modeling languages for the
source and target models: the source model - on the left - uses the facility
of modeling input or output ﬂows between variables and operators with ﬁrst
order and fully reiﬁed objects: the black boxes linked to the central object
representing an operator. In opposition, the target model - on the right -
uses another representation for ﬂows, where they are only considered as links
between variables and operators, in one direction for input ﬂows and in the
other direction for output ﬂows.
As the central view of the ﬁgure shows, the transformation rule base of
this example is also composed of several rule packs, for treating the various
model elements in a right order: 0. the target model itself is ﬁrst created as
a container for the forthcoming elements; 1. variables and constants (if ever
there are some !) are then considered, each kind with a particular rule (not
shown); 2. operators are then treated; and ﬁnally, 3. the ﬂows are treated with
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three speciﬁc rules.
Fig. 5. Example of another transformation rule; declarative aspect for identiﬁcation
of objects
The selected rule on the view is the one for treating “input ﬂows from
variables to operators”. Lines 5 to 12 (the second “paragraph”) are expressing
the conditions where such a ﬂow might be detected in a source model, also as
a way to get from the target model the part of the transformed conﬁguration
that have already been created: – the source model (srcM ) must include an
operator o (1st line); – itself must be connected to a ﬂow f with the right
connection (2nd line); – the direction of f must be set to “input” (3rd line);
– the names of the source and target models must be the same (. . . ); – there
must already be an operator dfo in the target model; – which name must be
the same as the name of operator o (operators have been treated and created
before !); – there must be a variable v connected to f with the right connection
(the source model is supposed to be correct); – there must already be a variable
dfv in the target model with the same name as v (variables have also been
treated before !).
If this set of conditions is fulﬁlled by a particular set of objects, like it must
the case for the shown source model regarding input ﬂows between variable
A and operator C or between variable B and operator C, after the execution
of rule packs 0 to 2, then the rule ﬁres and its actions are launched. In this
case, the actions are particularly simple: just after showing a trace for the
execution of the rule, the matched objects in the target model are connected
with the right connection, i.e. variable dfv is linked to operator dfo (last line).
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Fig. 6 illustrates the rule detailed above with graphical views. The left
view presents the objects that might be typically ﬁltered in a model: a variable
v, a ﬂow f and an operator op, f being connecting v to o as an input ﬂow. The
right views show the corresponding transformed model in its state – before
and – after the application of the rule. Before the execution of the rule, the
target model has been created, with the variable corresponding to v and the
operator corresponding to o, as the result of the execution of the ﬁrst packs
of rules in the rule-base. After the execution of the rule, the variable and the
operator has just been linked one to the other as input.
Fig. 6. : Example of the transformation rule as a graphical illustration
This other example of rule illustrates once again the kind of expression
we deal with for transformations of models. It shows how it is possible to
use a very declarative way for identifying conﬁgurations of objects in the
condition part of the rules. In this case, we see that the control normally
needed for enumerating the objects is deferred to the inference engine during
the execution thanks to the notion of rule packs. Thus, the user only has
to focus on the “atomic” conditions making objects of interest at a time.
Moreover, the conditions on objects being particularly well identiﬁed, the
actions parts of the rules might be very simple, as obvious here.
3 Typology of transformation elements
In this section, based on the examples we have presented before, but also on
other experiments not detailed in this paper, we just want to summarize the
various main kinds of transformation we have met so far, thus establishing the
bases of a typology for transformation elements.
First, transformation of models might be involving one or several models,
treated with intra- and/or inter-model transformation. In the case of one
model, the transformation is actually a modiﬁcation of the model, or an intra-
model transformation. We have often met this kind of transformation in our
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projects, where for instance a certain kind of links is removed inside a model
(e.g. generalizations [6]). When several models are involved, the simplest case
is when a target model is built or produced during a transformation, with an
initial model as input. This might be qualiﬁed as inter-model transformation,
as illustrated by the examples explained above. A more complex case appears
when several models might be used as input for transformation. We have had
some projects where this has been considered 5 . Naturally, any combination
of intra- and inter-model transformations might be possible.
As a second point, mainly illustrated by our ﬁrst simple example, we like
to talk about “value-added transformation”. What we mean here is about
transformations where a model is transformed to another one, capturing the
same information, may be even the same way, but where this is extended in
some sense, in order to enrich it with arbitrary needed information. In this
case, a model is transformed more or less identically to a “kernel” model part,
and other objects are “grafted” as needed to that kernel. For instance, the
initial dataﬂow model of §2.1 is mapped as identical to the intermediate trans-
formed model and some information is added here for visualization purpose.
Any other purpose might actually be considered the same way (e.g. a per-
sistent storage purpose), thus ﬁxing any other possible interpretation for the
initial model. Naturally, the same initial model could be transformed several
times, for any number of purposes, by several transformation rule bases (all
to be written !).
A third kind of transformation we have often met is that for realizing
modeling paradigm translation. This is illustrated in particular by the second
of our examples (on dataﬂow equivalence). In this kind of transformation, the
main principle is of “relocating” information captured in one model, using the
constructs of one modeling language, to another model, using the constructs of
another modeling language. The main diﬃculty for this kind of transformation
is to ﬁnd the equivalent constructs of the source and target modeling facilities.
Once these are identiﬁed, the transformation elements are essentially either to
fusion or collapse several source objects into one target object, or a contrario,
to split or develop one source object to several target ones. Note that more
complex cases might sometimes also be found, where it is necessary to consider
many source objects to map to many target objects.
Finally, although we have also met some other marginal elements of trans-
formation, the various kinds we have just mentioned are the main ones for us.
In addition, it is worth saying that for complex cases of transformation, all
the mentioned elements might be mixed. In such cases, the transformation
might be seen as a real expertise to implement, so it is naturally very useful
to have some powerful means of expression for it, especially considering the
5 As the reader might realize it, looking at our examples, there is actually no limitation at
all on the rules and rule bases to handle this problem. It is just initially needed to insert in
the rule base context all the models and elements to deal with, when launching it, in order
to get those objects available for any rule.
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control of the whole execution process, e.g. with rule packs.
4 Comparison to other techniques and evaluation
4.1 Comparison to XML/XSL facilities
For some of our experiments, we have tried and applied other techniques for
expressing model transformations, especially, in the case of a project where we
have to translate a meta-model from a MOF speciﬁcation [1] to another meta-
modeling facility [6]. In this context, any initial MOF model for a modeling
language (e.g. a dataﬂow language model or other meta-models) is originally
given to us as an XML ﬁle based on the XMI standard [2]. So in order to get
it transformable with our technique, we ﬁrst have to go from the initial XML
representation of the model, to the input format importable for our Me´taGen
tool; it is of course natural to do it with an XSL style sheet. This is thus the
occasion for us to compare this kind of expression for transformations to the
technique based on production rules we use to practice.
A ﬁrst diﬀerence of importance to us is due to the fact that the XSL based
transformation is mainly a text and syntax manipulation based transforma-
tion. XML representations are indeed text ﬁles whereas, on the contrary, in
our technique, the models are manipulated as ﬁrst order “living” objects, in
memory. Thus the models are not available for use in the same way: XML
representations are mainly usable through primitive text edition tools (al-
though we tried various XML editing tools, only adding bloc selection/action
features), whereas the reiﬁed model in our environment are “browsable” or
“inspectable” through general objects manipulation tools, in addition to be
speciﬁcally editable in their graphical tools. This induces very diﬀerent facili-
ties for the development phase: models are much more interactively modiﬁable
in our environment, which is of course much more useful for specifying, de-
bugging and ﬁxing the transformation programs.
Another diﬀerence is concerning the possibility of doing particular kind of
transformations, such as what we have called in the previous section “intra-
model transformation” or “inter-model transformation” with several models
involved. As the XSL transformation is designed, it does not seem easy to
do that. Considering the intra-model transformation, it might be possible to
generate an intermediate ﬁle representation as an evolution of an initial model
to deal with, and launch again the transformation process on that intermedi-
ate representation. Concerning a transformation for managing several input
models, it might also be possible to generate another intermediate ﬁle, but
it should certainly be an XSL ﬁle ? In both cases, a problem is that it is
seems needed to use an external scripting environment in order to manage
models as ﬁles, to sequence diﬀerent potential phases, etc. In the case of our
environment, these possibilities are directly available.
We might also consider a diﬀerence on the problem of control for the ﬂow of
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execution for transformation. In the case of the XSL transformation technique,
the control is fully implicit: it can be handled using some particular features of
the execution model, but there is no high level constructs specially dedicated
to an explicit control expression. This actually seems to be an importation
limitation, in particular for complex transformation to express. As we have
seen, in our technique, the control might be fully explicited, or at least handled
with various predeﬁned options.
Finally, in fact considering all the above elements of comparison, and
mainly due to the fact that XSL transformation expression involves too low
level elements (ﬁles, scripting, implicit control ﬂow), we ﬁnd it hard to write
and maintain the style sheets. For being honest, this might not be considered
as a real diﬀerence with the technique based on production rules (!), but the
reasons are not the same: in the latter case, it is rather due to the great
number of notions and to a certain lack of methodology for using them, which
might deﬁnitely be improved.
4.2 Pro and cons of the technique based on production rules
The main interesting features we consider on our technique rely on – the
tools and examples we have for experimenting and illustrating it, – the model
reiﬁcation that is applied, – the standard support for expressing the rule, and
– the kind of control in force for rule bases execution.
An interesting fact about the transformation technique we practice is that
we now have both – a set of signiﬁcant tools for experimenting it and – a set of
examples that is quite important. Thanks to that, it is now possible to stand
back a little and to consider the various aspects involved in the technique in
order to clearly specify what could actually be useful for model transformation
in general. Indeed, it is possible to present some examples in details in order
to make it clearly understandable, and argue quite precisely (even though not
yet formally !?) on the ins and outs of that technique.
More technically, we think the fact that models are fully reiﬁed as ﬁrst
order objects in an execution environment and in a tool, is a very interesting
feature. Indeed, it makes it possible to use them as “living” entities speciﬁ-
cally for inspection and/or modiﬁcation, which is very useful during the trans-
formation artifacts development. In particular, it helps produce the desired
transformation artifacts more eﬃciently. Moreover, having models handled
in transformation programs as objects, the same way as any other modeled
entity, certainly makes these programs more easily readable and maintainable.
Another interesting feature of the technique we practice is concerning the
API support for expressing the transformation rules, which is relatively stan-
dardized thanks to the meta-modeling environment we have. Actually, the
rules are expressed on objects which classes have a very systematic format.
Indeed, the basic API of the “model classes” is completely generated from a
meta-model of the modeling language to be used for model expression. This
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also helps improve the easiness for the writing of the rules: once you know
the common speciﬁcation of the generated API, it is quite quick to express
new rules, whatever the language constructs really are. Of course, the basic
API for model classes might always be augmented with new speciﬁc utilities,
if desired.
Finally, as we have already mentioned, the control facilities allowed by the
framework we use for the rules’ expression is what we think another great
feature of our technique. Indeed, the various predeﬁned options it gives, from
being implicit to fully explicit via already available options such as the rule
packs one, are of great interest: there is a minimum of things to do for using
one of these options, and it is precisely located in the transformation artifact
to build if ever is has to be specialized.
Concerning the limitations of the transformation technique we use, they
are mainly the price to pay for having an integrated environment such as
ours. Even though we have built our experimenting environment partly from
existing tools, we think it should not be diﬃcult to set up an application
framework for gathering the features needed in order to practice the same
kind of transformation that we have. Mainly, model reiﬁcation and rules and
rule bases availability in an object oriented environment should be enough for
that, even though meta-modeling feature would also ease it.
5 Conclusion
Our transformation technique based on production rules has been experi-
mented in various projects, but more examples should still be treated the
same way in order to stand back on the technique yet more. This should
allow in particular to work on the elaboration of a methodology for express-
ing model transformations more easily. We think this could even lead to set
up a meta-model for transformation modeling, and to deﬁne generators for
transformation programs from transformation models.
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